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• Pharmaceutical-grade 

• Each box of IMMUNOCAL contains
thirty .35 oz (10 g) pouches 

• Dosage: One or more pouches of
IMMUNOCAL daily with your favorite
cold beverage 

HOW IT WORKS. 

• The bonded cysteine found in IMMUNOCAL is

the secret behind its beneficial properties.

• Bonded cysteine is a building-block for 

GLUTATHIONE, which is a naturally-occurring

protein in our bodies.

• Glutathione is an essential component of our

immune system.

• In fact glutathione, produced by cells throughout

our body, plays three vital roles as:

• A cell’s most important ANTIOXIDANT

• A component of the IMMUNE response

• A DETOXIFYING agent in our body
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THE NEXT WAVE.

IMMUNOCAL is a bonded cysteine dietary 

supplement. Bonded cysteine describes a unique

molecular structure with special properties.

IMMUNOCAL’s exclusive manufacturing process

preserves this delicate structure, making it the

only bonded cysteine supplement on the market.

IMMUNOCAL’s benefits derive from the high

amount of bonded cysteine it contains. IMMUNOCAL

differentiates itself from other protein supplements

by its ability to support the immune system.

In the years to come, health issues will increasingly

focus on “wellness”. To this end, IMMUNOCAL

will lead the way by helping your immune system

deal with various challenges.

A CUT ABOVE THE REST.

IMMUNOCAL from Immunotec is

clinically proven and guaranteed to

do just that. It is the result of 

many years of rigorous research 

by leading university scientist 

Dr. Gustavo Bounous, while he was

a researcher at the world-renowned McGill

University. The evidence

supporting IMMUNOCAL’s

efficacy at raising glutathione

levels is strong. The product is 

protected by numerous North

American and international

patents.    

Moreover, the scientific community recognizes

IMMUNOCAL as a safe and reliable product.

IMMUNOCAL is listed in the U.S. Physicians’ 

Desk Reference (PDR) and the Pharmacist’s Red

Book,  considered pr imary references for

product-related information 

for physicians and 

pharmacists. Last but 

not least, IMMUNOCAL

also qualifies for 

U.S. Medicare/ Medicaid

coverage.

Scientists have known for decades

about the impact of glutathione 

deficiency on our health. It has taken

many more years to develop a

proven, effective means of raising 

glutathione levels in the body. 


